
Price

A low licence fee and no mandatory support contracts results in a ten year total cost 
of ownership that may be less than 20% of what you pay now, easing the strain on 
ever tightening budgets.

Compatibility

Migration from your existing system should be painless. OpenQM has options to enable 
close compatibility with the other major multivalue products.

Support

On those occasions when you do need help, our support services are among the most 
responsive in the industry. With 60 days free support followed by a simple pay per incident 
support scheme, you do not pay for the service unless you need it. Pre-paid schemes are 
available for those who prefer them.

Innovation

We have taken the standard multivalue model and extended it in response to the needs of 
our users. Features such as object oriented programming and availability of OpenQM on 
Mac and PDA allow you to move forwards whilst retaining the benefits of the multivalue 
data model.

Development

QM comes with the full AccuTerm terminal emulator at no extra charge. We also 
recommend use with the DesignBais web tools, mv.NET and Nucleus. The QMClient API 
removes the need for many other middleware products.
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About Zumasys
Zumasys helps companies of every size transition their infrastructure and applications to the cloud. With 
Zumasys cloud services, customers can easily access the latest software and hardware technologies 
over the Web, allowing them to focus on growing their core business instead of managing their IT 
infrastructures. Zumasys delivers personalized service, integrated disaster recovery and the confidence 
companies need to outsource the hosting of all their applications, including legacy MultiValue systems.
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Questions?  

Contact our sales team at 
openqm@zumasys.com or visit 
www.openqm-zumasys.com

Key Features of OpenQM include:

• High performance, self tuning file system with B-tree based indexing

• 128, 192 and 256 bit data encryption at record or field level

• QMNet for access to QM files on remote servers

• Virtual File System for access to alien file structures

• Object oriented programming fully integrated into QMBasic

• Many development and diagnostic tools

A four user, 30 day evaluation licence is available without charge.

“With 23 years in developing multivalue applications, 
QM/Linux is the finest platform I've used and the most 
cost-effective. Support is outstanding."

 — William G. Crowell, Pavuk Systems
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